Introduction
Centralizers of diffeomorphisms play a relevant role in several topics in Dynamical Systems. This is the case when for instance we attempt to classify diffeomorphisms up to differentiable conjugacies such as in [3] , [10] , [17] . The same happens in certain aspects of the study of abelian group actions related to deformations-local connectedness, stability of actions and of suspended foliations. Another question of much interest, such as in dynamical bifurcations of diffeomorphisms and flows, is whether certain diffeomorphisms embed in smooth flows as their time one map. In the affirmative case, we say that such diffeomorphisms have a large centralizer since they commute with many other diffeomotphisms. We refer the reader to the references above and also to [2] , [5] , [7] for some discussions, results and further bibliography about the points above.
We will show in the present paper that a broad class of C 00 diffeomorphisms of any compact, connected, boundaryless C°° manifold have smallest possible centralizers: they commute only with their own integer powers among all C 00 diffeomorphisms of the manifold. In this case we say that the diffeomorphisms have trivial centralizers.
We denote the manifold by M and by Diff^lV^Dif^M) its set of C°° diffeomorphisms endowed with the C°° topology. For/eDiff(M), Z(f) denotes the centralizer group of/; i. e., the set of elements in Diff(M) that commute with/ A question posed by Smale more than twenty years ago is whether the elements of an open and dense subset of Diff(M) have trivial centralizers. In this generality, it is very hard to address the question except in the case of the circle (for which it is true [4] ). We, however, go here quite a long way in showing that the answer is affirmative when the question is ( 1 ) The second author is thankful to IMPA/CNPq for a kind hospitality during part of the period of preparation of this paper. The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Section 2. In Section 3 we analyse the centralizer of a non-resonant linear contraction in R". The proofs of Theorems 2 and 3 are given in Sections 4 and 5.
In a subsequent paper [9] we deal directly with the interesting case of Anosov diffeomorphisms on tori: we show that the elements of an open and dense subset have trivial centralizers.
Our results generalize, among others, previous work of Kopell [4] , Anderson [1] and the first author of this paper [7] . Kopell showed the triviality of the centralizer for an open and dense subset of diffeomorphisms of the circle. In higher dimensions, it was proved in [7] that the elements of an open and dense subset of 91 (M) have discrete centralizer. Before, Anderson had shown this fact restricted to Morse-Smale diffeomorphisms. There is a version of these results for Axiom A flows satisfying the transversality condition: Sad [13] has shown that the elements of an open and dense subset only commute with their constant multiples. We also want to mention that our main results, Theorems 2 and 3 above, are very likely to be true for a bigger open set ®(M) => 91 (M): the set of diffeomorphisms satisfying Axiom A and having no cycles on the nonwandering set. The arguments should be very similar; the main point is to determine that the Rigidity Theorem (Theorem 1), which is valid for any/e9l(M), is now true for an open and dense subset of 8(M).
Rigidity Theorem
2.1. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF THE CENTRALIZER. -We collect some elementary properties which must be verified by any heZ(f) commuting with /eDiff(M). They will be used quite often in the sequel without further comments. Let /eDiff(M), heZ(f); then, for each n^l, the set of fixed points of /" is hinvariant. Moreover, if p is a fixed point of /", the derivative Tp h conjugates T /" and T,^/". ForxeM.let
Then we have
Suppose that/satisfies Axiom A and let 0(/)=Qi U. . . U Q( be the spectral decomposition of 0,(f)', any fceZ(/) leaves 0(/) invariant. Let /? a periodic point in some 0^, 0 (p) its orbit, /i(p)e0,.; we must have
in conclusion, we have a group homomorphism h -> CT^ from Z (/) into the symmetric group S, such that /i(H)=Q^, ^(W^Q^W 5^^) , ^(W M (^))=W U (^(,)) for all l^^^eZ(y). We then obtain successively that g coincides with id^ on W^Ao), W"(Ao), W^Ai), . . ., W^A'), and this shows that g=id^.
Proof of the Lemma. -Let xeW(A) QW^A'); x belongs to the stable manifold of some basic set AO. By the X-lemma ( [6] , [8] ), W^A) intersects W"(Ao); then, since / satisfies Axiom A, the stable manifold of some basic set A^ intersects W"(A()) and W^A). Iterating this construction gives basic sets A^. such that W^A^.) cuts W^A^-.i) and W^A); but, there are no cycles, hence this process must stop, and the only way it can do so is to obtain at some stage A^=A. As W^A^) (~\^u{\^_^^0 for l^i^j, again by the X-lemma we must have W'(A) H W"(Ao) ^0 and W^Ao) c: W^A). Similarly W^Ao) c WQV). By the transversality condition, W(\o) must intersect the unstable manifold of some repellor A", which has the properties required by the lemma. f is a finite set in a natural one to one correspondence with (Z/2Z) 1 '. Let eeJ^f; the cyclic subgroup (e) generated by e is discrete in Zy 5; the quotient Z^ 5 g=Z^ ^/(e) is a non-connected abelian Lie group.
Observe that ^ is contained in the kernel of /. Actually, for any eeJ^f, the group Z^ g=Ker^/ (8) Let ^.+5 Ae set of subsets of {1, . . .,r+s}; we write 0€^+^ ^ ^e empty subset and 1 for the total subset. For eeJ^f, zeZ, , g, ^(z)=(9'i. . . 9;+J, we define ^(z)e^+, by:^( z)={ie{l...r+5},9^= Min 9;.}. =D generated by B is discrete and the quotient is naturally isomorphic to Z,. , g.
In conclusion, when we consider a small open set i^ in D C\ €\ the integers r, s and the element £ are constant on i^\ we then will write Z^ ,=Z, Z^ , g==Zo, Z,l , g=Zi. They are non-connected abelian Lie groups; Z^ is the maximal compact subgroup of Zg; Z is naturally isomorphic to the centralizer of any BeY^, Zo is canonically isomorphic to the quotient Z(B)/(B) for any Be^. where ^ are the eigenvalues of A. Clearly 0^ ls smooth; moreover, by the implicit function theorem, the equation
For any ueR, the set F^xetR"-^}; u^t(x)^u-\-\} is a fundamental domain for A in [R"-{0}. By identifying via A the two boundary components of Fy, we obtain a compact connected manifold which we denote by S^ and call it the space of orbits of A in (R"-{0}.
For B in V, we construct a canonical diffeomorphism of Sg onto S^ as follows. Let i, . . .Ar+s be the eigenvalues of B, p^ the value of the main branch of the logarithm at m^i, define a smooth diffeomorphism Hg of (R"-{0} by: HB(X)=HB(XI, . . .,x,+J==(xiexpr(x)pi,X2expr(x)p2, . . .)
Then, for xelR"-{0}:
Hence Hg conjugates A and B; passing to the respective quotients, we obtain a canonical identification of S^ and Sg.
Remark. -In general, if Cei^, C^B, Hi^CHe is not linear. Let S be the space of orbits of A e ^ considered as an abstract manifold; it is also the space of orbits of any BeY^. For any Ae^, the centralizer Z(A)=D acts canonically on S^, and A acts trivially. This gives an action of the abstract abelian Lie group Zo on S (depending on A). This action is smooth and depends continuously on kei^ in the C°° topology on compact subsets of Zo.
3.6. Keeping the same notation as above, let Wi be the ;x;i-axis, i.e., the eigenspace associated to ^. For Ee^,+,, let We={0} if E=0, Wg= © W, if E^0. Let also ieE W be defined by w=tr-u WE^O^eii^xc^nx^o}.
E^l
Then for any A in y, any Ee^+,, Wg is A-in variant, hence it determines a submanifold We of SA; as HB(WE)=WE for Be^, WE is well defined as a submanifold of S. The same is true for W, which gives in S the open dense subset W=S-U WE.
For any B e Y^, the action of Zo on S induced by Z (B) leaves invariant each submanifold WE and W, and it is free and transitive on W.
For Ee^+5, let E" be the complementary subset ofEin{l,...,r+s}. Let p^ be the projection in R" with kernel WE' and image WE; as it commutes with the elements of D, it induces, for any Ae^, a smooth map 7^ f 1 "
0111 SA-WE' onto WE, hence a smooth map p^ from S-WE' onto WE. However, as p^ does not commute with Hg for Be^, we do not have in general p^=p^, for A, B in V. As p^ commutes with the elements of D, p^ commutes with the action of Zo on S induced by Z(A). 
k-» +00
Proof. -The first assertion is easily deduced by calculation from the definition of (h). To prove the second assertion, let H be a representative of h in Z(A) and let A^, H^ be the restriction of A, H to W^,^). If we repeat for A^, Z(A^), W^,^ the constructions that we have done for A, Z(A), R", we obtain abstract Lie groups Z^Z(A^), Zo^Z(A^)/(A^), Z\ the maximal compact subgroup of Zo. Moreover, by definition of (h\ the image h' of H^ in Zo belongs to Z\\ as this group is compact, there is an 4 e SERIE -TOME 22 - 
The second lemma is similar to the first: it describes the action of elements of ZQ-Zô n the tangent space level. Let AeY^; as the subspaces Wg of IR" are A-invariant, they define for any xeS subspaces of the tangent space T^ S ^ R". We say that a subspace V of T^ S is transverse to some WE if dim V 0 We = Max (0, dim V + dim WE -n). 
LEMMA. -Forfe^, heZ(f), l^i^l, \ve have:
Proq/: -This results immediately from (2.1) combined with property (ii) of ^j stated above in (4.1). • 4.3. LINEARIZATION OF CONTRACTIONS. APPLICATIONS. -We will use a parametric version of the following result of Sternberg: If/is a contraction of an Euclidean space E such that the derivative of / at the fixed point is a non-resonant linear contraction, then /is C°° conjugate to this derivative.
The parametric version, proved in [I], says that the conjugacy can be chosen to depend continuously on/in the C°° topology on compact subsets of E. This have the following consequences.
In the case of Theorem 2: Consider a small open set ^ c= 911 (M) as above; we can assume that p^ =p is a sink of period k. For any fe^, there is an embedding Jf (/) of R" into M, with the following properties (i) ^(/K^w^o^w 5^) ;
(ii) J^(/) depends continuously on/in the C 00 topology on compact subsets of IR"; 
AL (f)=^(f)~l o f k /'W S (p) o^( f) is a non-resonant linear contraction of R" which is diagonalizable in the coordinates (x;) with eigenvalues ^. (/).
In the case of Theorem 3: Consider a small open set ^ c= 91 (M); we can assume that DI is an attractor and p=p^ is a periodic point of period k in Q^. Let n^, n^ be the respective dimensions of E^ E u p(n^-{-n^=n).
There exists for/e^, f=l,2, an immersion ^r;(/) of R^ into M, with the following properties:
( 
, is a non-resonant linear contraction of lR"i (resp. R"2), is diagonalizable in the basis (;c,), resp. (xQ, and have eigenvalues (M/)), resp.
WO)).
When/varies in ^, A(/), resp. A,(/), f=l,2, depends continuously on/and stays diagonal in a fixed basis: this is the situation that we have studied in Section 3. We call D (resp. D,) the set of matrices in GL(n, R), resp. GL(n,, R), which are diagonal in this special basis on 1R", resp. R" .4) with a fixed abstract Lie group Z, AC^MAC/)) is identified with a fixed quotient Zo=Z/(e) of Z, and we call Z^ the maximal compact subgroup of Zg. For any/e^, the identification of S^. with S and of AC/^AAC/)) with Zo gives an action of Zo on S which depends continuously on /e^. The projection maps p^p^^: S-Wg/ -> Wg are defined for fe^ and Ee^,+,, as in (3.6), and they depend continuously on/ In Theorem 3, our basic space of reference will be the product R" 1 x 1R^ together with the linear action of D^xD^ on it. For /e^f, the subgroup generated by (AI (A (A^ (/))~1) in DI x D2 is discrete, and the quotient Di x D2/(Ai (/), A2 (f)~1) has a natural identification with a fixed (non-connected) Lie group ZQ; we call again Z^ the maximal compact subgroup of Zg.
In any case, suppose that /e^, heZ(j). By the lemma in (4.2), h{0(p))=0(p)\ therefore there is a unique 0^i<k such that, putting U=h^f\ we havê
Conjugating U by JfJ/) [resp. Jf,(/)], we obtain an element of Z(A(/)) [resp. of Z (A, (/))]; we denote n the projection of this element in ZQ.
LEMMA. (^(^lar^^ar 1^) ).
The map (p is injective; the image / (f) = (p (^ (/)) of ^ in UTi x R^ is discrete and closed because W(p) and W"(p) intersect transversally. As / is /-invariant, / is invariant under the linear transformation (A^A^eD^xD^; hence it makes sense to ask if / is invariant by some element /ieZo=Di x ^/{(A^, A^1) }.
Observe that if heZ(f), and V is defined as in (4.3), we must have Subcase 3. -W 5^) -^} is contained in the unstable manifold of a repellor which is not a periodic orbit.
Clearly, one of the three cases must be true for each fe^. In Subcase 1, the complement in W 5 (p)-[p} of the unstable manifolds of the repellors of/is a non empty, nowhere dense, closed, /^-invariant subset / (/). It determines in the space S of /^orbits a non empty, nowhere dense, closed subset /(f). If heZ(j) and h\ fi are defined as in (4.3), then we know from (2.1) that k permutes the repellors and their unstable manifolds, and hence leaves / (f) invariant; consequently J\f) is h-in variant in S.
In Subcase 3, the unstable manifold of the repellor is foliated by the unstable manifolds of the points of the repellor. Call /(f) the restriction of this foliation to W 5^? )-^}; as it is /^-invariant, it determines a foliation / (f) of S. If heZ(j), by (2.1), U must preserve / (f) and hence / (/) is /T invariant in S.
In subcase 2, first observe that the inclusion W 5^) -^}^^^)-^} for some source q implies that W(p)-{p}=W U (q)-{q}. In fact, if S, resp. S', is the space of /^orbits in W (p)-{p}, resp. W"^)-^}, the inclusion implies that S is a compact open subset of the space S' which is connected, hence S=S' and the equality must hold. Also, we can perform for/'^/W"^), W"(^) the same construction that we have done in (4.3) for/^W 5^) , W(p): When/e^, the centralizer Z^^/W"^)) is naturally isomorphic to some fixed (non-connected) Lie group Z", the quotient of Z(f~k/W U (q)) by the cyclic group generated by/"^ is naturally isomorphic to some fixed quotient Zo of Z", and we call Z\ the maximal compact subgroup of Zo. Any fe ^l determines an action of Zo on the space of orbits S (and an action of Zo on S). If/e^, heZ(f), and V are defined as in (4.3) , the restrictions of V determine elements in ZG/VW 8^) ) and Z(j^k/W U (q)), and hence one element h in Zo and one element R in Zo, such that the actions of H and of /T' on S are identical. 
Proof of Propositions 1 and 2
5.1. The proofs of Proposition 1 and the three subcases of Proposition 2 are quite similar. In each, it is necessary to distinguish whether JTeZo-Zi, or heZ^ -{1^}.
The proof of the latter case uses two facts about compact (not necessarily connected) Lie groups, which we now recall. LEMMA.
-^^ is open in (3 
Proof. -By Lemma 2, there is a compact K <= Z^-Z^ such that any /leZ^-Z^ has a power in K. In Theorem 2, Subcase 3, the following properties are equivalent: . We show that for any x\ sufficiently near x^, there exists a small perturbation/ of fin ^ such that x, y are homoclinic points ofp for/, but (p^ (x) = (x\, x^), (p/' 00 = (ji? Yz)' I 11 ( ac^ select a compact neighbourhood V of /(x) so small that it does not intersect the closed set {p}U{f n (y)''neZ}U{f n 00, n ^ 0}. Choosing adequately a diffeomorphism v| / of M with support contained in V and leaving V^W 5^) invariant, the perturbation r=^°f has the desired property. Taking x^^x\, as x^ 7^0 7^X2, y\+^+y^ and as /and / coincide in a neighbourhood of p, it is not possible to have for some JTeZo, Kx=y for both /and /. As J\f) is discrete, this proves that for any /TeZo, H^l^, the set of feW such that / (f) is ^-invariant is nowhere dense; this implies Lemma 5.3.
A refinement of the above argument implies the conclusion (c) of Proposition 1. In fact, it is clear that if we have three homoclinic points x, y, z for / belonging to distinct orbits, by the same construction as above one can perturb / to / / in such way that x, y, z are homoclinic points for /', (py Notice that we can always choose u in order to separate 5Fy from a finite number of points.
Suppose that v| / is a diffeomorphism of M, near the identity, with support contained in int Fy; i. e. v| / (x) = x for x in a neighbourhood of M -Fy. The diffeomorphism f'=^of is a small perturbation of /, and coincides with / in a neighbourhood of p. Therefore we can say that the action of the abstract reduced centralizer Zo on the space of orbits S is the same for / and / / . On the other hand, as \|/(x)==x in a neighbourhood of 3Fy, v| / induces a diffeomorphism ^f of S which is the identity in a neighbourhood of the codimension one submanifold 3F, 5F being the image of 5Fy in S. As such /-orbit cuts at most once int Fy, we have:
-J(/')=\I/(J(/)) in Subcases 1 and 3.
-In Subcase 2, the actions of the abstract reduced centralizer Zo of the source q associated to/and/' are conjugate by \|/.
Conversely, given any diffeomorphism v| / of S which is near the identity and coincides with the identity in a neighbourhood of 5F, we can lift \|/ to a diffeomorphism v| / of M which is near id^ and coincides with id^ on a neighbourhood of M-Fy, and define a perturbation / / = v| / °/ with the above properties.
5.6. PROOF OF LEMMA 5.3. -Given/e^, geZ^(f)-{\^}, we construct in each subcase a perturbation/ 7 of/, of the type described in (5. 5) such that g^Z^ (/')• Subcase 1. -First we may assume that / (f) C\ W^0 [W has been defined in (3.6)]: indeed, if this is not the case, replace / by a special perturbation f=^°f such that (J(/))nW^0. Then, take xeJ(/)nW and choose F^ such that gx^8F. As the action of Zo on W is free, gx^x', as /(f) is nowhere dense, we can find arbitrarily near idg a diffeomorphism ^f of S which is the identity on a neighbourhood of 8¥ U {x} but such that vJ/" 1 (gx)^/(f). Then, for the perturbation r=^f 0 /associated to v| / as in (5. 5), we have xe/ (/ / ), gx i / (/') = vj/ (J (/)) and hence g i Z, (/').
Subcase 2. -Now g=(g^gz), with g^eZ^ gz^^i^g^gi)^^. ^i); the hypothesis (^,^)eZi(/) means that g^x=g^x for all xeS. It is clear that we can find a diffeomorphism \J/ of S, equal to idg near 8¥ such that for some x, g^x^^fg2^f~l(x). For the special perturbation / / associated to ^ we then have (^2)^ CO. 
